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VOLC�IC ERUPTIONS AND THE ISTHMIAN CANAL. 

Outside of the leSi30Ils of the Martinique disaster 
that are obvious and applicable to the world at large, 
this truly hprrible convulsion that wiped' out a city 
in a few brh'f moments carries a special warning for 
the people of the United States. We refer to the pro· 
found importance which is given to the question of 
seismic and volcanic convulsions as affecting the costly 
canal which the government is about to construct 
across the Isthmus. 

Of the two possible routes, Panama and Nicaragua, 
there can be no question, with the' red ruin of Pelee 
Lefore our eyes, that choice must be made of that 
route, which present physical conditions and local 
tradition and history prove to be the least threatened 
with volcanic convulsions. 

The situation at Panama may be s)lmmed up in the 
statement that the Isthmus has not be�n mod,ified since 
ages before man appeared on the eartlf; that'no trace 
of volcanic agency can be found the:te; ap-d �t there 
is within 180 miles of the canal no volcano even of 
the extinct variety. Nicaragua, on the other hand, 
has always been a center of seismic disturbances; its 
route is lined with, or closely approximate to, vol· 
canoes, some of which have shown evidence of tre
mendous latent energy. Only sixty-four years ago 
Cosequina, in the northwest of Nicaragua, belched 
forth for two whole days a mass of matter, that in 
every 'six minutes of the eruption, according to 
M. Buneau·VarHla, would have equaled the whole 
mass of material to be du� from the Nicaragua Canal. 
The roar was audible a thousand miles distant, and 
ashes fell fourteen hundred miles from the Isthmus. 
Seven years later what is known as "the great earth· 
quake," completely destroyed the city of'Rivas, which is 
only five miles from the Pacific terminus of the canal, 
and seriously damaged Grey town, the Atlantic term· 
inus. 

Comment on these factI!! is unnecessary, and we do 
not doubt that the former advocatef!:! of a canal at 
Nicaragua will decide, in the presence of this awful 
cataclysm at St. Pierre, that the location of the canal 
in such a center of volcanic action as Nicaragua is 
simply out of the question. 

• 1 •• • 

HAVANA TRANSF,ORMED. 

From one of the most disease·stricken ports in the 
world, Havana has now been converted into a charm
ing tropical city-a result which has been due en· 
tirely to American enterprise in Cuba. What a won· 
derful s!Lnitary change has been wrought in the old 
town is graphically told by Major W: M. Black, in the 
National Geographical Magazine. 

Shanties and sheds that had been for decades breed
ing places for c�olera germs were ruthlessly swept 
away; streets never repaired in the memory of living 
man were cleaned or repaved; sewers were rebuilt; 
and houses were unceremoniously entered and dis· 
infected. All this work has been done, not spasmodi
cally, but systematically. Cleaning squads were sent 
from house to house; apartments were cleaned regard· 
less of the protests of their inmates. The accumula· 
tions of years from cellars were thrown out. Such an 
arbitrary procedure would, no doubt, raise a storm of 
indignant protest from the people of North America. 
But the health and safety of Havana demanded it. 

The most admirable work of all was the cleaning of 
the sewers. Not since the day when they were flrst 
built had they been looked after. Many of tp.en;t were 
choked by the refuse of decades. The American au· 
thorities not only managed to repair the sewer system 
and render it in every way serviceable, but did so 
without injuring the life of a single laborer. The 
streets of the city have been cleaned, and in many 
cases transformed. Narrow thoroughfares have been 
widened. A magnificent sea wall and a promenade have 
been built; llarks have been cleared and converted 
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from haunts for thieves into pleas.ure grounds for the 
people. 

The worst pestl 1le in Havana was the Hospital 
Militar. To be cal ed to that place was like being 
carried to one's grave. Not more than 30 per cent of 
the patients who entered its walls ever came out alive. 
American surgeons avoided it; soldiers held their 
breath when they passed it. The sanitary squad of the 
Engineer Corps took possession of the building, cleaned 
it from attic to cellar, coated its walls again and again 
with whitewash, and finally left the building clean and 
wholesome. It is now used for a schoolhouse. 

Naturally the slothful Cubans disliked the fumiga
tion and disinfection process to which they were sub· 
jected. What was good enough for their grandfathers 
was good enough for them, they thought. Probably 
most of the Cubans, i,f the matter of cleaning the city 
had been put to popular vote, would have decided 
against the transformation of the town. Now that the 
streets are cleaned, the parks trimmed and lighted and 
the sea promenades enjoyable, they have revised their 
opinions of American extravagance and have even 
begun to take a certain pride in the new capital. What 
the effect of the sanitary improvement of the city has 
been is easily proven by a comparison of the vital 
statistics in past years. In 1896 no less than 1,262 

deaths from yellow fever alone were reported to the 
city government. The average for the eleven years 
preceding 1\merican occupation was 440 fatal cases. 
Last year, for the first time in the history of the city, 
the yellow fever season passed without five fatal cases 
of the disease. October, November and December, the 
three months in the year during which the fever was 
the worst under Spanish rule, passed without a single 
case. 

• II ... 

LIQUID FUEL FOR STEAMSHIPS. 
But a few years ago a serious di:cuss,ion of the 

possibility of the general substitution of liquid fuel 
for coal on steamships and locomotives was out of 
the question, for the reason that the output of oii 
was inadequate to the supply of more than a very 
small percentage of the world's steam tonnage. In 
proof of this it is interesting to refer to the experi· 
ence of the Pennsylvania Railroad, when the rapid 
development of the Pennsylvania and Ohio oil fields 
led to an investigation of the possibilities of oil as 
a locomotive fuel. While the engineers of this com
pany were engaged in designing the best form of 
firebox and apparab,Is for burning oil it occurred to 
someone to make an estimate of the total amount of 
oil which would be necessary to run all the locomo· 
tives on that great system. The result showed that 
they would consume more oil than the total output 
of the United States oil fields of that date. 

Although there have been extensive discoveries of 
oil in various parts of the world, and a great develop· 
ment of special fields such as that at Baku, Russia, 
the question of the widespread use ef fuel oil for 
locomotives and steamships was governed, up to three 
or four years ago, by the very limited supply. The 
government report on the subject for 1901 gives the 
total output of petroleum for the whole world in 
1900 as 155,000,000 barrels. The production in the 
United States for the same year was 63,000,000 bar
rels; but in 1901, as the result of discovery and. 
exploitation Qf the Texas oil fields, the output went 
up 1,200 per cent to 720,000,000 barrels. There has 
been an enormous increase also in the world's pro· 
duction, due to the remarkabie oil fields in Borneo 
and Burma. It is impossible to estimate with any 
accur!J,cy the present world's output, but that it is 
sufficient to make the supply of oil comparable with 
that of coal is seen when we bear in mind that to· day 
there ar,e a t least 250 wells in the Texas oil fields 
alone, which up to last week have shown a flowing 
capacity of from 50,000 to 160,000 barrels per day. 
From this we see that during the "gushing" period 
the rate of output, assuming an average yield of say 
25,000 barrels per well, would be equal to a yield 
of something like two billion gallons per year from 
the Texas oil fields alone. The gushers, however, are 
subsiding, and the oil will ultimately have to be 
drawn out by pumping; but, even allowing for this, it 
is evident that the oil wells of. Texas, California, 
Borneo and Burma, the four new fields, will yield 
enough oil to render the general use of liquid fuel in 
the steamships of the world quite a possibility. 

Having eliminated then the question of the scarcity 
of fuel, it can be said that, looking at every other 
possible condition of cost, bulk, fuel value, ease of 
storage, economy of space and wonderful convenience 
of manipulation in firing, there is everything to be 
said in favor of liquid fuel at sea. The experience 
already had with crude oil proves that there is as 
much fuel value in two tons of oil as in three tons 
of our coal at $3.50 a ton, and it is found that oil 
takes not much more than half as much space, weight 
for weight,' as coal, 40 cubic feet of oil being equiv· 
alent to 70 cubic feet of coal. As regards the relative 
cost of tlie fuels, taking $3.50 as the average price 
per ton Qf steam cQal as delivered in the bunkers in 
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New York, we flnd that Texas oil, to compete wit!! 
this coal, must be delivered on board at about 75 cents 
per barrel. 

There are strong indications that before long fuel 
oil will be available for steamships in New York at 
this price and possibly for something less. The ques· 
tion that is confronting the owners of the Texas oil 
wells is not how much oil is available, but how to 
get the oil out fast enough to supply the demand. 
In spite of all the efforts that have been made, the 
consumption for the past few months has only been 
a fractional part of the capacity of the wells, a large 
number of which have been capped and are only 
awaiting increased transportation facilities by rail 
and sea before they are opened either to flow by 
natural pressure or be drawn upon by pumping. The 
railroads are making heroic efforts to transport the 
oil, and there are now several large tank steamers under 
construction at the various Atlantic shipyards. A 
number of pipe lines have been built from the wells 
to Port Arthur at the mouth of the Sabine Pass, and 
it is probable that within another twelve months the 
shipments from Beaumont will have increased enor· 
mously. As to the price at which the oil will be 
delivered in New York, it is difficult to predict with 
any certainty. There is a charge of ten cents per 
barrel for carrying oil through the pipe lines to Port 
Arthur. At the wells oil is selling as low as six to 
eight cents a barrel, and there is a rate of forty-five 
cents per barrel from Port Arthur to New YO,rk city 
for tank steamers. At that rate the actual cost at 
present of the oil delivered in this city would appear 
to be something OVilr sixty cents a barrel. 

It would seem, therefore, that fuel oil to·day could be 
sold at a profit and yet compete in price with steamer 
coal, the two fuels standing in this respect upon an 
equal footing. The enormous advantages of fuel oil, 
however, become manifest at once when we .consider 
the question of storage in the ships and use in the 
furnaces. Thus, taking such a vessel as the "Kron· 
prinz Wilhelm," which carries about 4,500 tons of 
coal in her bunkers, we find that instead of 4,500 

tons of coal she would require on the basis of two to 
three only 3,000 tons of oil, a clear saving of 1,500 

tons of dead weight. On the basis of bunker space 
allotted, there would be a saving of about 90 per 
cent, and this in a high·speed express steamer like 
the "Kronprinz Wilhelm," which can carry at the 
best probably not more than 500 or 600 tons of freight, 
when running with coal, would be of enormous value; 
for the fuel oil has this great advantage that it can 
be stored in the cellular double bottom of the ship, 
leaving the entire bunker space for increased stores 
and cargo. Furthermore, the use of oil would cause 
an immediate' and very great reduction in the boiler 
room staff. There would bj'! no need of an army of 
coal passers and firemen; fOr the oil burners, when 
once started, require nothing more than the intelli
gent oversight of a few first-cla:s firemen whose 
duties would be rather those that fell to an engi·' 
neer of the lower grade. lt 'is estimated by Mr. 
Clement A. Griscom, of the American Line, that by 
the use of fuel oil on their ships the boiler room 
staff could be reduced 80 per cent. There are, more
over, other subordinate but very important advantages 
arising from the use of fuel oil, such, for instance, as 
the great ease and cleanliness of taking the fuel on 
board, for it would fiow into the �ouble bottom 
through pipes by gravity, and there would be none 
of the objectionable dust and dirt which is insepar
able from coaling a vessel. As to its convenience for 
a ship on an extended journey, there are at present 
over thirty localities throughout the world where the 
fuel is stored and may be secured, and the number of 
storage statioD.8 will multiply rapidly as the fuel comES 
into more general use. 

FUSION OF, QUARTZ. 
Some interesting experiments in connection with tha 

fusing of quartz have been carried out with great suc· 
cess by Mr. R. S. Hutton, of the Owens College, Man
chester. Quartz is much preferable to glass for the 
manufacture of certain physical apparatus, especially 
those of a delicate, nature, and those required for high
temperature gas investigations, but its application is 
very limited, owing to the great difficulty of fusing it. 
Hitherto the oxyhydrogen blowpipe only has been used 
for fusing the quartz, but its success is not very com
plete, owing to the fact that the temperature thus gen· 
erated is only a little higher than the melted silica 
itse�f. This fact led Prof. Moissan and other promi· 
nent French scientists to achieve the desired end by 
the utilization of the electric furnace, but their re
searches did not accomplish so great a result as was 
anticipated. Mr. Hutton, however, was convinced, 
that the electric furnace was the only means by which. 
the silica could be reduced to a molten condition, and 
he thereupon conducted his experiments upon the lines 
of Moissan, and some interesting effects of the arc 
upon the silica were observed. The most salient ad· 
vantage that molten silica possesses over gla'ss is that 
it may be �lunged into cold wa.ter, no ma.tter to wha� 
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